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About Harper Lei
In today’s world of Twitter, Facebook, I Pads and Skype, the ways of society are revolutionizing each and every day. As the world continues to
grow faster and closer together, young women want their clothing to be
able to keep up with them! Harper Lei is a burgeoning women’s apparel
company born out of growing demands for clothing that is fashionable,
sustainable and convertible. Created for style-minded women who are “
!"#$ %&'#(!)*$ +,-.'-$ /'012$ 34!%&0"($ 02$ 5',6%0764$ ,"8$ .6-'9$ $ :-!;$ <0-%=$ %!$
girly, edgy to urban, there is an abundance of styles currently available to
women ; therefore, women seek to stay abreast of current trends. Harper
Lei gives women the gift of endless personal selection, providing women
with apparel that is timeless, chic and forever attainable.

Sustainable development is a key response to modern growth and is intrinsically valued by Harper Lei. At the core of our company, we promise
to provide women the unique opportunity to purchase clothing that is
both fashionable and green. Dedicated to sustainable development, all
clothing made and produced by Harper Lei will be made in the United States and will be sourced locally from
dead stock fabric warehouses. By turning one designer’s trash into another designer’s treasure, Harper Lei takes
excess, unused materials leftover from other designers and utilizes new fabrics that would have otherwise been
20%%0"($0"$%&'$4,"8>442$%!$3-',%'$7-'2&*$5',6%0764$,..,-'49$$:,2&0!"$02$,"$0"862%-=$%&,%$02$0"3-'8054=$';.!?'-0"($%!$
women because it provides women with the decision to express themselves through garments and accessories.
At Harper Lei, we capitalize on this belief, taking fashion to the next level for women, enabling them to make
smart decisions without having to do much thinking at all.

The designers at Harper Lei have been working hard. During the month of August and September of 2011,
Harper Lei was able to sell 45 dresses at $75 per item. Incredibly inspired by her vision, Harper Lei’s founder and
designer, Lindsay Burke was able to design, hand-sew and sell dresses to family and friends. Realizing the high
demand for her designs, Lindsay decided to invest all free time to creating a brand and business plan for Harper
Lei. With a Facebook page and website that receives over 2,600 views per week, Harper Lei is eager to grow
and provide women with the gift of eco-fashion!
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Our Customers
Harper Lei women are women who want to have it all. Young, classy and fabulous, these women are educat'8*$>%$,"8$,-'$7!-?,-8#%&0"@0"(9$$A44$!7$+,-.'-$/'012$8'20("2$,-'$;,8'$%!$&'4.$%&'2'$.!?'-764*$5',6%0764$?!;'"$
thrive. Between the age of 18 and 35, Harper Lei women want to look great, whether it be lounging on the
quad with friends, running around the city, or taking the kids to soccer practice. As fashionable women that
take pride in self expression, Harper Lei women are stylish and seek comfort in knowing that they can depend
!"$,$5-,"8$%&,%$?044$3!"%0"6,44=$.-!B08'$%&';$?0%&$64%-,$3&03*$7!-;#>%%0"($,"8$<,%%'-0"($34!%&0"(9$C!;'"$?&!$
enjoy a balance to life, Harper Lei women respect their bodies and the environment, and therefore seek clothing that helps them achieve these goals. As young educated students and professionals, Harper Lei women
%=.03,44=$2''@$%!$>"8$,"8$56=$%&'0-$34!%&0"($0"$2.'30,4%=$2%!-'2*$5-,"82$,"8$5!6%0D6'29$$$
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Distinctive Products
Harper Lei differentiates itself from other designer apparel lines
through unique design and strategic branding.

Design and Branding
Harper Lei is a designer apparel line that does not follow trends.
Harper Lei differentiates itself by designing apparel that is simple,
timeless and chic. Our customers love the idea that what they buy
%!8,=*$?044$"!%$(!$!6%$!7$2%=4'$"'E%$2',2!"*$"'E%$=',-*$!-$'B'"$>B'$
years from now. The simplicity of the designs also provide a blank
canvas for a woman to express herself. With slightly different accessories, the same Harper Lei dress can be re-born and worn in different settings, from day to night.
+,-.'-$/'0$,42!$8077'-'"%0,%'2$0%2'47$5=$8'20("0"($%!$<,%%'-$%&'$7';,4'$
body. Many of the designs feature strategic color-blocking, a design
technique that allows a garment to highlight the smallest portion
!7$,$?!;,"12$?,02%9$$F6-$362%!;'-2$7''4$3!">8'"%$,"8$5',6%0764$0"$
Harper Lei.
Differentiating Harper Lei from other boutique designer lines, all Harper Lei clothing is created within the
United States from reclaimed and up-cycled designer fabrics, which makes Harper Lei an environmentally conscious brand. By choosing to shop Harper Lei, women are doing their part in regard to eco-friendliness and at
the same time, aquiring beautiful new clothing that they love.
In addition to being created locally from eco-friendly fabric, Harper Lei differentiates itself through unique
.&!%!(-,.&=$,"8$;,-@'%0"(9$$G&'$3!;.,"=12$>-2%$.&!%!2&!!%$%!!@$.4,3'$0"$,"$,5,"8!"'8$,%%03$0"$C!-3'2%'-*$
Massachusetts. Through creative direction, Harper Lei took something forgotten and ugly, and transformed it
into something beautiful. This is a perfect example of what Harper Lei is all about -taking something strange and
forgotten-whether it be abandoned attics, isolated forests, deserted alleyways, or leftover, unused fabrics and
transforming them into something new and exciting.
Harper Lei looks to relay this message to our customers, by showcasing unique fashion photography on our ecommerce website and within seasonal lookbooks. By offering customers unique, beautiful images, Harper Lei
becomes more than a clothing line to them, and more of a new way of looking at the world around us.
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Womenswear Market
The United States clothing industry is comprised of nearly 100,000 stores that share a combined annual revenue
of $150 billion (First Research, Inc 2010). Within this market, Harper Lei targets women ages 18-35 within the
HI9$$G&02$2.'30>3$;,-@'%$%!%,42$,..-!E0;,%'4=$JKL$!7$%&'$7';,4'$.!.64,%0!"$,"8$%!%,42$MN*MJO*PPP$.'!.4'$QHI$
Census, 2010). As a lifestyle brand, Harper Lei looks to gain market share in the market of women’s casualwear,
?&03&$(-'?$M9NL$0"$JPRR$%!$-',3&$,$B,46'$!7$SRNP*TMK9O$;0440!"$QC!;'"2?',-$U"862%-=$V-!>4'W$H"0%'8$I%,%'2X9

Eco-Friendl y Market
The United States is in the midst of a “green” revolution, where individuals of all ages are looking for the best way
to live sustainably. In regard to eco-friendly fabrics and apparel, The Textile Exchange (2010) reports that organic
3!%%!"$2,4'2$3!"%0"6'$%!$(-!?$TPL$',3&$=',-$,"8$,-'$36--'"%4=$'2%0;,%'8$%!$-',3&$SN9T$50440!"$5=$%&'$'"8$!7$JPRJ9$$
This incredible growth demonstrates an immense interest in green products. Harper Lei strives to not only take
advantage of this revolution, but to also be a pioneer in eco-friendly, afforable fashion.

Fitness Market
Studies demonstrate that women are making major lifestyle changes in order to live a healthier, more active
407'9$$$$U"$JPRP*$G&'$I.!-%0"($Y!!82$Z,"67,3%6-'-2$A22!30,%0!"$QJPRPX$0226'8$,$2%68=$-'.!-%0"($SNR$50440!"$0"$>%ness clothing market sales. This number is predicted to reach $126.30 billion by 2015, due to dramatic lifestyle
changes among the world population (Global Industry Analysts, 2010.) Harper Lei is a company that offers yogastyle clothing and comfortable designs that allow a women to live a busy, active life while feeling comfortable and
4!!@0"($5',6%07649$$G&'$3,26,4*$3!;7!-%,54'$34!%&0"($+,-.'-$/'0$8'20("2$%,-('%2$%&'$(-!?0"($>%"'22$;,-@'%$?0%&0"$
the United States.
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Startup/Management Team
Lindsay Burke, Founder and CEO
Lindsay Burke is the lead designer and founder of Harper Lei. She is responsible for
design, brand development, and production management. Lindsay maintains the
production-consultant relationship with Fit & Supply, and is responsible for developing
trunk shows and sales events.
In January of 2012, Lindsay made the decision to attend Boston University’s Center for
Digital Imaging Arts to learn graphic and web design. She graduates from the accelerated program in August of 2012, and will be developing a user-friendly e-commerce
website for Harper Lei this coming summer. In a recent portfolio critque, Lindsay’s
professor exclaimed that she “has taste and the innate ability to design- something that
cannot be taught.”

Ashley Burke, Communications & Sales
A2&4'=$02$-'2.!"2054'$7!-$;,0"%,0"0"($%&'$2!30,4$;'80,$,33!6"%2W$%?0%%'-*$7,3'5!!@$,"8$
the HL Blog. Ashley is currently responsible for any company copy write and managing
all customer service. Along with Lindsay, Ashley will be developing Harper Lei trunk
shows and sales events.

[,",$\6-@'*$V65403$]'4,%0!"2$Z,",('-W With a background in Public Relations and Journalism, Dana will use her experience from working at Nautica and
New Balance to manage Harper Lei’s PR and promote the brand.

Outside Hiring
^!6-%"'=$Z9$F(04B0'*$V-!863%0!"$^!"264%,"%W Courtney is the CEO and
owner of FIT & SUPPLY- a production consulting company based in Los Angeles,
California. As a contracted production consultant for Harper Lei, Courtney will assist
Lindsay Burke with the production process- from sourcing fabric, to manufacturing
and distribution.

Funds:
G&'$>-2%$;04'2%!"'$7!-$+,-.'-$/'0$02$3!;.4'%0"($,$>-2%$-!6"8$!7$;,"67,3%6-0"(*$%&62$
,44!?0"($%&'$3!;.,"=$%!$!7>30,44=$4,6"3&$0"$I.-0"($JPRM$,"8$%!$5'(0"$('"'-,%0"($
,$.-!>%9$$G&'$3!2%$!7$-',3&0"($%&02$0;.!-%,"%$;04'2%!"'$0"3468'2$%&'$3!2%$!7$&0-0"($,$
production consultant, sourcing/purchasing fabrics and cutting/sewing services for
the Spring/Summer 2013 line. In order to reach this milestone, Harper Lei is request0"($SRP*PPP$7-!;$U[_A9$G&'$3!;.,"=$?044$%&'"$62'$%&'$.-!>%2$8'-0B'8$7-!;$%&'$>-2%$
milestone to begin a second round of manufacturing and produce the next season of
clothing for Fall/Winter 2013. (For milestone breakdown see page 18)
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Addressabl e Market
The target market for Harper Lei consists of women who are 18-35 years old and reside in the United States. Initially, Harper Lei will be sold in the state of Massachusetts. Massachusetts currently has a population of 759,110
women that fall within this target age range. As the company grows, Harper Lei will target all US states, which result
0"$,$;,-@'%$!7$MN*MJK*`PP$.!%'"%0,4$362%!;'-2*$?&03&$02$JKL$!7$,44$A;'-03,"$?!;'"$QHI$^'"262*$JPRRX9$G&02$%,-('%$
market includes college females, young working professionals and young mothers. Within this market, Harper Lei
targets women who are fashion-oriented, active and interested in green initiatives.

Clothing Industry within the United States
Overall, the United State’s clothing stores industry includes about 100,000 stores with combined annual revenue of
about $150 billion in 2010 (First Research, Inc, 2011). The sales of woman’s wear proved the most lucrative for the
US apparel retail industry in 2009 according to AM Mindpower Solutions (2010). In 2011, the US womens casu,4?',-$;,-@'%$(-'?$5=$M9NL$%!$-',3&$,$B,46'$!7$SRNP*TMK9O$;0440!"$QC!;'"2?',-$U"862%-=$V-!>4'W$H"0%'8$I%,%'2X9$$
+,-.'-$/'0$,0;2$%!$(,0"$,$;,-@'%$2&,-'$?0%&0"$%&02$.-!>%,54'$;,-@'%9$

Eco-fashion Industry & Growth
Eco fashion is steadily on the rise as an increasingly number of customers are making purposeful clothing choices
with sustainable development in mind. Roger Tredre, news editor of a trend analysis website told the Financial
G0;'2$%&,%$'%&03,4$4,5'42$-'<'3%$,$4!"(#%'-;$%-'"8$-,%&'-$%&,"$,$.,220"($7,8$Q_"'-(=$I,B0"($G-62%*$JPRRX9$$G&'-'7!-'*$
Harper Lei is conscious of consumers’ growing desire to lead a sustainable lifestyle.According to a report from Textile Exchange (2010), global retail sales of organic cotton apparel and home textile products grew from $3.2 billion
0"$JPPa$%!$ST9M$50440!"$0"$JPP`9$$H.!"$3!"208'-0"($%&02$0;.-'220B'$MKL$(-!?%&$-,%'$?0%&0"$!"'$=',-*$0%$02$34',-$%&,%$
there is a desire for sustainable fabrics and a growing interest in “green” products. In the ‘Organic Cotton Market
Report’ of 2009, researchers found that the average annual growth rate of organic cotton has remained a steady
TPL$8'2.0%'$%&'$%!6(&$'3!"!;03$-'3'220!"$QF-(,"03$G-,8'$A22!30,%0!"*$JPRPX9$$U"$,880%0!"*$6.!"$4!!@0"($,%$-'3'"%$
numbers, the fast-growing organic textiles market grew to over $5.61 billion in 2010 and is estimated to reach $7.4
billion in 2012 (Textile Exchange, 2010). Therefore, Harper Lei will capitalize on these growing trends.

Example “The Swoosh Goes Green”
Nike is a great example of a major company taking advantage of the eco-fashion movement. In the FY05-06 Report
of Nike, the company shared a 5-year plan that included designing shoes, apparel and sports equipment using fewer
quantities of detrimental adhesives and more of recycled material. In this report, Nike set a target of manufacturing its footwear with the minimum environment standards by 2011, their apparels by 2015 and sports equipment
by 2020 (Business Today, 2010). Business Today indicates that Nike has been reaching set targets, doing it with a
3!;.'%0%0B'$'8('$,"8$'E.'3%2$%!$8-0B'$2,4'2$6.$TPL$5=$JPRK9

Fitness-wear Industry (worldwide) & Growth
U"$JPRP*$%&'$I.!-%0"($Y!!82$Z,"67,3%6-'-2$A22!30,%0!"$-'.!-%'8$%&,%$%&'$>%"'22$34!%&0"($;,-@'%$.-!863'8$!B'-$SNR$
50440!"9$$$U"$%&'$76%6-'*$%&'$?!-4812$2.!-%2$,"8$>%"'22$34!%&0"($;,-@'%$02$.-'803%'8$%!$-',3&$SRJO9MP$\0440!"$5=$JPRK$
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QY4!5,4$U"862%-=$A",4=2%2*$U"3*$JPRPX9$$G&02$8-,;,%03$0"3-',2'$0"$.-!>%$02$,$80-'3%$-'264%$!7$8-,;,%03$407'2%=4'$3&,"('2*$
trends toward active living, and a demand for stylish fashion sports-apparel.
C0%&0"$bI.!-%2$,"8$:0%"'22$^4!%&0"(W$A$Y4!5,4$I%-,%'(03$\620"'22$]'.!-%1$,""!6"3'8$5=$Y4!5,4$U"862%-=$A",4=2%2*$
%&'$3!;.,"=$0;.40'2$%&,%$0"$%'-;2$!7$3!"26;.%0!"$(-!?%&$,"8$!B'-,44$;,-@'%$2&,-'*$%&'$7,2&0!",54'$>%"'22$,"8$
casual wear segment is expected to garner the highest growth. The company states, “Blurring lines of differentia%0!"$5'%?''"$2.!-%2$,..,-'4$c$(,-;'"%2$62'8$7!-$3,26,4*$5620"'22*$'B'-=8,=$!-$2%-''%$?',-$3!"%0"6'$%!$8'>"'$,"$
'B'-#3&,"(0"($4,"823,.'$0"$%&'$2.!-%2$,"8$>%"'22$34!%&0"($;,-@'%)$QY4!5,4$U"862%-=$A",4=2%2*$JPRPX9$$G&'$-'.!-%$
,42!$0"803,%'2$%&,%$%&'$HI$3!"2%0%6%'2$%&'$?!-4812$20"(4'$4,-('2%$,"8$;!2%$8'B'4!.'8$-'(0!",4$;,-@'%$7!-$>%"'22$?',-9$
Because Harper Lei offers yoga-style apparel, and comfortable causal wear, the company will capitalize on the
(-!?0"($2.!-%2$,"8$>%"'22$34!%&0"($;,-@'%$?0%&0"$%&'$H"0%'8$I%,%'29

Competitive Anal ysis
+,-.'-$/'012$3!;.'%0%!-2$4,=$?0%&0"$%&-''$3,%'(!-0'2W$=!6"($?!;'"12$7,2&0!"*$'3!#7-0'"84=$,..,-'4$40"'2$,"8$>%"'22$
apparel lines. Harper Lei differentiates itself through design, branding, fabric and price.

Women’s Fashion
Within the category of young women’s fashion, Harper Lei’s competitors include large retail stores such as J Crew,
Banana Republic, GAP, Anne Taylor Loft, and FreePeople. Competitors also include smaller boutique labels such
as Splendid, LaMade, SoLow, Hardtail, and Ella Moss. Harper Lei distinguishes itself from these clothing labels and
stores by offering unique color-blocking designs, created from recycled deadstock fabrics. Each Harper Lei piece is
3-',%'8$%!$5'$<,%%'-0"($,"8$7!-;$>%%0"(*$2!$362%!;'-2$,4?,=2$@"!?$?&,%$%=.'$!7$>%$%&'=$?044$('%9$$G&'$3!4!-#54!3@'8$
8'20("2$,42!$&0(&40(&%$%&'$2;,44'2%$2'3%0!"$!7$,$?!;,"12$?,02%*$<,%%'-0"($,44$5!8=$%=.'29$$\=$.6-3&,20"($+,-.'-$/'0*$
customers are also purchasing a lifestyle- of comfort and sustainability, which is something every woman can feel
great about. While the companies listed above follow seasonal trends, Harper Lei does not. Harper Lei offers a
variety of beautiful, natural fabric colors and the clothing has a dancer-like quality. Each Harper Lei design is simple
and timeless- allowing our customers to purchase a wardrobe piece that can be worn for many seasons. Harper Lei
ranges in price from $40 to $70 per item. The average price of the typical Harper Lei sundress is $70, ultimately
costing $50-$110 less than competing fashion labels such as JCrew, FreePeople, Ella Moss, LaMade, and Splendid.
In comparison to GAP and Anne Taylor Loft, Harper Lei offers similar pricing for dress and pant design.

LABEL
Free People
J. Crew
Splendid
GAP
Ella Moss
Harper Lei

AVERAGE COST OF simple DRESS
$180.00
$150.00
$130.00
$60.00
$150.00
$70.00

AVERAGE COST OF simple PANT
$130.00
$85.00
$100.00
$40.00
$100.00
$55.00
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Eco-Friendy Fashion
Within the category of eco-friendly apparel, Harper Lei’s main competitors include big-time retailers such as
Prana and Patagonia. Prana offers apparel and accessories for yoga and climbing enthusiasts, while Patagonia
focuses on offering outerwear and base layers for climbers. Both companies focus on social and environmental
responsibility, offering customers the feel-good satisfaction of purchasing from a responsible company. Patagonia
,..,-'4$02$8'20("'8$!"$%&'$.-0"30.4'$!7$76"3%0!",40%=$,"8$86-,5040%=#$,"8$%&'0-$;,0"$.-!>%$02$8-0B'"$7-!;$3!,%2$,"8$
outerwear, ultimately differentiating them from Harper Lei. Prana, on the other hand does focus on fashion- offer0"($7';0"0"'$3!4!-2$,"8$.,%%'-"2$?0%&0"$%&'0-$8'20("29$$+!?'B'-$64%0;,%'4=*$V-,",$7!362'2$!"$=!(,#>%"'22$34!%&0"($
,"8$02$,$B'-=$3,26,4$5-,"8#$3!"202%0"($;,0"4=$!7$%#2&0-%2$,"8$%,"@$%!.29$$+,-.'-$/'012$34!%&0"($02$"!%$d62%$>%"'22#
wear, but more appropriate for casual wear. Harper Lei’s apparel line is also much more formal, consisting largely
of dresses and skirts. Harper Lei apparel is the type of clothing Prana-lovers would turn to for day clothing or a
night out.
In regard to boutique designers, Harper Lei competes directly with small designers like Jonano and Stuart &
Brown. Both companies offer clothing created from sustainable fabrics such as organic cotton, bamboo, and
hemp, and target women in their 30s, 40s and 50s. While both companies have an older target market than the
market of Harper Lei, they also choose to use organic fabrics, which result in higher sales prices. Jonano also uses
bamboo, which is currently a controversial resource- as many environmentalists believe that the process of trans7!-;0"($5,;5!!$0"%!$34!%&$>5'-2$02$B'-=$&,-;764$%!$%&'$',-%&*$%&62$3,"3'40"($!6%$%&'$'"B0-!";'"%,4$5'"'>%2$!7$
growing bamboo for textile material. By using deadstock fabric, Harper Lei avoids the continuous controvery over
what is believed to be “sustainable material” and also is able to provide eco-friendly clothing at a much more attainable price point for our customers.

LABEL
Prana
Stuart & Brown
Jonano
Patagonia
Harper Lei

AVERAGE COST OF simple DRESS
$80.00
$140.00
$120.00
$70.00
$70.00

AVERAGE COST OF simple PANT
$80.00
$150.00
$110.00
$70.00
$55.00

Fitness Fashion
:0",44=*$+,-.'-$/'0$,42!$7,442$0"%!$%&'$3,%'(!-=$!7$>%"'22#3,26,4$?',-*$3!;.'%0"($?0%&$3!;.,"0'2$263&$,2$e0@'*$
Athleta, NUX, Lucy and Lululemon. Harper Lei differentiates itself by creating its line from reclaimed and recycled fabrics. These materials are not only environmentally friendly, but also very soft and thin, allowing ultimate comfort for customers. (Nike, Lululemon, Lucy and NUX are known for thicker, more spandex-like fabrics.)
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Harper Lei’s brand is also very contemporary, offering more subtle, natural colors such as stone grays, off-white,
40(&%$3!-,4*$,D6,$,"8$54,3@29$$Z,"=$!7$%&'2'$>%"'22$40"'2*$263&$,2$/6464';!"*$eHf$,"8$A%&4'%,*$,-'$?'44$@"!?"$
7!-$%&'0-$"'!"$,"8$5!48$3!4!-29$$:0",44=*$+,-.'-$/'0$02$"!%$'E34620B'$%!$>%"'22#?',-9$$+,-.'-$/'0$02$,$407'2%=4'$5-,"8*$
,44!?0"($!6-$362%!;'-2$%!$2%,=$,3%0B'$,"8$3!;7!-%,54'$?&04'$?',-0"($5',6%0764$8-'22'2$,"8$<!?0"($%!.29$$C&'"$
comparing pricing, Harper Lei is a more affordable option than Lululemon, Athleta and Lucy, falling around $30$45 less per item.

LABEL
Lululemon
Lucy
Nike
Harper Lei

AVERAGE COST OF simple DRESS
$100.00
$80.00
N/A
$70.00

AVERAGE COST OF simple PANT
$100.00
$80.00
$70.00
$55.00
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:!-$%&'$>-2%$%&-''$=',-2$!7$5620"'22*$+,-.'-$/'0$?044$;,"67,3%6-'$O$8'20("2*$%?!$%0;'2$',3&$=',-$QIV]UeYg
SUMMER and FALL/WINTER.) Each production season, Harper Lei will design and produce 6 new styles, offering customers new styles, colors and fabric choices. (See Recurring Revenue Plan)
Production will me managed by Lindsay Burke and production consulting company, Fit & Supply. After production, inventory will be stored within Burke Brothers Associates’ company warehouse, free of charge.
:!-$%&'$>-2%$%&-''$=',-2$!7$5620"'22*$%&'$;,d!-0%=$!7$+,-.'-$/'0$,..,-'4$?044$5'$2&!?3,2'8$,"8$2!48$,%$!-(,nized trunk shows at colleges and fashion events througout the Northeast. Harper Lei will also be sold and
marketed through the company’s e-commerce website. These sales strategies allow for maximum direct-to362%!;'-$2,4'2$%!$;,E0;0h'$.-!>%29$$+,-.'-$/'0$,42!$,0;2$7!-$-'%,04$.,-%"'-2*$,"8$?044$5'(0"$%,-('%0"($4!3,4$
5!6%0D6'2$%&-!6(&!6%$%&'$>-2%$M$=',-2$!7$5620"'229$
V-!>%2$7-!;$',3&$2',2!"$?044$5'$7'8$0"%!$%&'$"'E%$2',2!"12$.-!863%0!"*$%&62$,44!?0"($+,-.'-$/'0$%!$0"3-',2'$
inventory production and grow as a company.

BUSINESS MODEL
Design, Patterns &
Samples
Feed $

Raw Material

Production

Designs by CEO, Lind- Deadstock fabric is sourced FIT&SUPPY manages marksay Burke. Passed on to and purchased up-front.
er creation, and cut/sew
FIT&SUPPLY for pattern/
services.
sample creation.

Profit
Product/Inventory
Inventory shipped to Harper
Lei warehouse for distribution.

Marketing Strategies
HL Sales strategies:
- online e-commerce
- boutique channels
- college trunk shows
- local fashion events

Revenue Made

Revenues collected,
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Recurring Revenue Plan
Harper Lei is a company that is here to stay. Designing and providing essential basics for women, Harper Lei customers will consider HL clothing as the heart of their wardrobe. Each new season will be custom-designed and
tailored to be unique with new tones, hues, prints and styles. Enjoying effortless style and comfort, women will
3!">8'$0"$+,-.'-$/'0$,2$,$40"'$%&,%$.-!B08'2$%&';$?0%&$'"84'22$2,%027,3%0!"$,"8$D6,40%=9$$\'3,62'$5'0"($(-''"$02$,$
way of the future, Harper Lei will always be a company sought after by women who are style-minded and ecosavvy.
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GO-TO-MARKET:
Channels Pricing, Promotion, and Sal es Plan

Sal es Strategies
C0%&0"$%&'$>-2%$%&-''$=',-2$!7$5620"'22*$+,-.'-$/'0$02$4!!@0"($%!$;,E0;0h'$2,4'2$5=$2'440"($80-'3%4=$%!$362%!;'-29$$U"$!-8'-$%!$8!$%&02$'7>30'"%4=*$+,-.'-$/'0$?044$5'$.-!;!%0"($!6-$5-,"8$,"8$2'440"($,..,-'4$,%$!-(,"0h'8$%-6"@$
shows and fashion events throughout New England.

College Trunk Shows
By partnering with sollege sororities throughout New England, Harper Lei will be able to reach out to thousands
of college-age girls. Harper Lei will hire 1-2 sorority girls from each school, take them on as Harper Lei fashion
,"8$;,-@'%0"($0"%'-"2$,"8$.4,"$,$%-6"@$2&!?$',3&$2';'2%'-9$$G-6"@$2&!?2$?044$5'$.-0B,%'$'B'"%2$7!-$,$2.'30>3$
sorority, open to all campus Greek Life, or open to the public- depending on the needs and desires of the Harper
Lei sorority interns. By doing this, Harper Lei will be able to reach out to thousands of girls, create personal
relationships with customers and develop a strong customer base. Harper Lei will also be providing the fashion
and marketing interns valuable professional experience, a fun way to make extra money, and something unique
to add to their resumes.
Trinity College
Northeastern University
Bryant University
Boston University
Syracuse University
Providence College
University of New Hampshire
Emerson College
Quinnipiac University
*colleges in which students have demonstrated interest in Harper Lei internship and trunk-show
hosting

Spa/Fitness/Boutique Trunk Shows
Harper Lei will also host trunk shows at local spas, clothing boutiques and up-scale gyms. By partnering with
local health/fashion-focused businesses, Harper Lei will be bringing in customers for the local businesses, and
promoting/selling our product to our target market.
Marblehead Health & Fitness, Marblehead MA -confirmed
Surfaces, Marblehead MA -confirmed
The Beach Club, Swampscott MA -confirmed
Flock, Boston MA
Core de Vie, Boston MA
The Kernwood Country Club, Salem MA

Home Trunk Shows
If customers are interested in hosting their own Harper Lei trunk show, Harper Lei will set up a pop-up shop
within the home. This will allow Harper Lei to create very personal contacts with our customers, provide personalized customer service and reach out to new customers as well.
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GO-TO-MARKET:
Channels Pricing, Promotion, and Sal es Plan

Harper Lei E-Commerce Website
Another incredibly important channel for Harper Lei is the company website. HarperLei.com will provide a
beautiful, interesting online store where our customers can browse our designs and shop. HarperLei.com will
also feature a fashion & design blog in which our customers can learn about the ways to accessorize Harper
Lei, easy and effortless ways to be eco-friendly, healthy recipes and amazing women (famous and nonfamous,
local and international) that inspire the Harper Lei team. The Harper Lei website will also provide portals to
our twitter, facebook and pinterest pages, and also advertise upcoming Harper Lei events (such as trunk shows
and special sales events.)

Ch annels Pricing
In order to remain consistent for our customers, all channels prices will remain consistent. The chart below
projects our sales pricing for all Harper Lei events and channels for Year 1.

Design
Dress 1
Dress 2
Dress 3
Pants
Skirts

Price
Channels Pricing
$70.00
$70.00
$70.00
$55.00
$45.00
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The Team
Lindsay Burke is the founder and the CEO of Harper Lei. Her sister Ashley Burke and cousin Dana Burke are also
on board to help promote and grow Harper Lei to make the company a market leader in eco-fashion casual wear. In
order to meet production goals, Harper Lei will be contracting with Courtney Ogilvie, an experienced production
consultant.

/0"82,=$\6-@'W Lindsay holds a Bachelors of Science degree in Psychology and a minor in both Sociology and
Business Administration from Northeastern University. An artist and natural designer, she had the innate ability to
create the patterns and designs for Harper Lei and also hand-sew the garments. Lindsay will be graduating from
Boston University’s Center for Digital Imaging Arts in August of 2012, which will allow her to create a successful ecommerce website for Harper Lei. What Lindsay lacks in retail and design experience, she makes up in with determination, a natural ability to create and the distinct knowledge of what girls and women are looking for in clothing.

A2&4'=$ \6-@'W$ Ashley is a recent graduate from Trinity College and is now working in Manhattan as a public
relations assistant. While Ashley has deep interests in fashion, design, and Spanish culture, one of her main talents
is her ability to write and create extraordinary stories from ordinary objects and scenarios. She will serve as a great
asset to Harper Lei by coordinating branding and communications for the company. As a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma Sorority, Ashley will also use her contacts to organize and plan sorority trunk shows throughout New England.

[,",$ \6-@'W$ Dana Burke is an experienced public relations professional with a background in consumer and
lifestyle brands. She has garnered press coverage for brands in a variety of top national print and online media as
well as planned and executed several editor events. Dana worked in-house as the Public Relations Coordinator at
New Balance assisting with the performance and apparel categories. While in school at Northeastern University
earning a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, Dana took part in the co-op program working as an Account Coordinator at
Cercone Brown & Company with Sperry Top-Sider, Nalgene and adidas eyewear and alongside the in-house public
-'4,%0!"2$,%$e,6%03,$0"$e'?$i!-@$^0%=9$$+'-$4!B'$7!-$7,2&0!"$,"8$>%"'22$,40("$.'-7'3%4=$?0%&$+,-.'-$/'09
*Dana also recently moved to Santa Monica, allowing Harper Lei to have a permanent team member within the Los Angeles
area. This will allow Harper Lei to avoid business travel expenses such as hotel and rental car.

Resumes for Lindsay, Ashley and Dana are attached.

^!6-%"'=$F(04B0'*$F?"'-$!7$:UG$c$IHVV/iW In order to produce high quality designer clothing, and grow
Harper Lei as a company, it is critical to hire a production consultant (Fit & Supply) to help manage the production
cycle of Harper Lei apparel. Harper Lei has established a relationship with Fit & Supply’s owner, Courtney Ogilvie
and plans to contract with her company for a period of three months per production cycle (season) in order to produce inventory for two seasons each year.
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As an experienced production consultant, Courtney has developed professional relationships with US-based seamstresses, fabric warehouses and manufacturers that allow her to negotiate cost, payment terms and timeline of production. Working directly with Harper Lei’s CEO Lindsay Burke, Courtney will advise Lindsay to ensure that the
cost of each design is within Harper Lei’s budget, and manage the production of professional patterns, samples and
markers for each design. Familiar with the fabric sourcing process, Courtney will also be able to advise Harper Lei
on appropriate fabrics for each design, and the amount of yardage needed in order to produce each design.
Overall, with the help and guidance of Fit & Supply, Harper Lei will be able to create more complex, professional
designer apparel and have inventory produced on time, within budget and all within the United States. Fit & Supply will also be critical to Harper Lei’s growth in the future, as the company increases inventory production and
develops exciting new designs.
For breakdown of Fit & Supply Services, see OPERATIONS, page 16.
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Managing Production:
In order to produce high-quality, intricate designs, Harper Lei will be
hiring production consulting company, Fit & Supply. Fit & Supply will
advise the Harper Lei team in order to properly and timely manage the
design, production and distribution process.
*Below is a breakdown of the services that Fit & Supply will be managing during the production cycle:

['20("$I6..!-%W$$Courtney will be working with Lindsay Burke one on one to ensure that Lindsay’s visions can
be produced within budget (this depends on complexity of design and fabric used.) Courtney will advise Lindsay
0"$%?',@0"($8'20("2$7!-$',3&$2',2!"$%!$>%$%&'$5-,"8$,"8$568('%$!7$+,-.'-$/'09$

:,5-03$I!6-30"(W$ Although fabric sourcing will be done by Lindsay Burke, Courtney is a valuable resource and
?044$,8B02'$/0"82,=$!"$2.'30>3$(!#%!$8',82%!3@$?,-'&!62'2$4!3,%'8$0"$/!2$A"('4'2*$8'.'"80"($!"$?&03&$7,5-032$
will be needed for design/production.

V,%%'-"$ ^-',%0!"W$ After sketching designs and choosing fabrics, Courtney will manage pattern creation for
',3&$8'20("$,"8$,42!$.-!863'$>-2%$2,;.4'29$$I,;.4'2$?044$5'$;,04'8$%!$+,-.'-$/'0$%',;$0"$!-8'-$7!-$%&'$%',;$%!$
,..-!B'$%&'$8'20("$,"8g!-$;,@'$3&,"('2$07$"''8'89$$^!6-%"'=$?044$%&'"$3-',%'$>",4$2,;.4'2$7!-$8'20("2$,"8$%&'$
+,-.'-$/'0$%',;$?044$.-!B08'$>",4$,..-!B,49$$

Y-,80"($ I'-B03'2W $F"3'$>",4$2,;.4'2$,-'$,..-!B'8*$^!6-%"'=$?044$(-,8'$%&'$.,%%'-"$Q.-!B08'$.,%%'-"2$7!-$
sizes small, medium and large) and ship patterns to manufacturer, where they will be applied to a marker and
manufacturer within Los Angeles. Courtney is responsible for managing the production timeline, and ensuring that
all inventory is produced by the contracted deadline.

I.-0"(g$ I6;;'-$ 40"'$ %0;'40"'W$ $ Contract with Fit & Supply will run September, October, November. All
designs will be completed and distributed to Harper Lei warehouse by December 1st. Spring/Summer line will be
2!48$:'5-6,-=*$Z,-3&*$A.-04*$Z,=$,"8$,44$.-!>%2$8'-0B'8$5=$j6"'$R2%9

:,44gC0"%'-$40"'$%0;'40"'W Contract with Fit & Supply will run June, July, August. All designs will be completed and distributed to Harper Lei warehouse by September 1st. Fall/Winter line will be sold in September,
October, November, December.
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Managing Logistics/Fulfillment
Once Harper Lei inventory is completed, the entire order will be shipped and stores in Burke Brothers Associates
?,-'&!62'9$$['.'"80"($!"$20h'$!7$%-6"@$2&!?g2,4'2$'B'"%*$,$2.'30>3$"6;5'-$!7$(,-;'"%2$?044$5'$3,-'7644=$.,3@'8*$
5!E'8$6.$,"8$8-0B'"$%!$%&'$%-6"@#2&!?$4!3,%0!"9$$U"$%&'$3,2'$0"$?&03&$,$362%!;'-$-'D6'2%2$,$2.'30>3$2%=4'g3!4!-g
size that is unavailable at the trunk show, then the customer can place the order and have the garment shipped,
free of charge.
U"$-'(,-8$%!$!"40"'$!-8'-2*$!-8'-2$?044$5'$>44'8$?0%&0"$Ta$5620"'22$&!6-2$,"8$2&0..'8$%&-!6(&$:'8_E$!-$HVI$2&0.ment.

Managing Customer Service
HarperLei.com
Harper Lei will provide a customer service e-mail address. All e-mails will be answered within 24 hour business
&!6-2$,"8$+,-.'-$/'0$?044$3!"202%'"%4=$8!$!6-$B'-=$5'2%$%!$764>44$!6-$362%!;'-2$"''829$$^62%!;'-$2'-B03'$0"7!-;,%0!"$?044$,42!$5'$.-0"%'8$!"$,44$!-8'-$3!">-;,%0!"$'#;,042$,"8$2&!..0"($-'3'0.%29$

Trunk Show/ General Customer Service
At all company trunk shows, there will be a Harper Lei representative and Sales Associate (most likely a Harper Lei
team member, or fashion and marketing college intern) present to answer all apparel and sales questions. Harper
Lei employees will be trained to be very responsive to our customers’ needs and do it with kindness and respect.
All event contacts and partners will be given direct e-mail and phone numbers to a Harper Lei Team member, so
that they can easily reach the company when needed.
+,-.'-$/'0$02$B'-=$2'"2,%0B'$%!$!6-$362%!;'-$"''829$$U7$,$2.'30>3$8'20("$02$2!48$!6%$,%$,$%-6"@$2&!?$!-$'B'"%*$+,-.'-$
Lei will be sure that the customer is able to order the design, free of shipping charges.

Return Policy
A%$,44$%-6"@$2&!?2$,"8$'B'"%2*$,44$2,4'2$,-'$>",49$$+!?'B'-*$+,-.'-$/'0$?044$%,@'$!"40"'$-'%6-"2$?0%&$7644$-'76"829$
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Mil estone One
(July 2012-October 2012)
Initial Inventory
]',3&0"($%&'$>-2%$;04'2%!"'$?044$,44!?$+,-.'-$/'0$%!$.-!7'220!",44=$.-!863'$%&'$>-2%$40"'$!7$0"B'"%!-=9$$\=$.-!8630"($
and selling the Spring 2013 line, Harper Lei will be able to reinvest earnings into the Fall 2013 line, becoming self
267>30'"%$,"8$('"'-,%0"($4,-('-$.-!>%2$7-!;$76%6-'$40"'29$

Materials (Fabric sourced 8/2012)
Manufacturing (9/2012)
Consultant Fee (HL contracts with Fit & Supply 8/2012-10/2012)
Milestone 1 total

$5,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,100.00
= $8,600.00

Mil estone Two
(February 2013-April 2013)
Marketing & Promotions
Reaching the second milestone will allow Harper Lei to market the brand, network within both the fashion industry
and eco-friendly industry, and begin to generate a loyal clientele. This milestone is also fundamental in generating
sales, as the majority of sales will de derived from trunkshow events.
* E-commerce site & marketing materials will be professionally designed by Lindsay Burke
* Photography for Spring 2013 will be done by Ian Ameche, free of charge www.ianameche.com
* Clothing will be modeled by the Harper Lei team and friends, free of charge

Marketing Materials (business cards, marketing cards)
Sales/trandeshow (trunk, bags, gas$)
Milestone 2 TOTAL

$400.00
$1,000.00
= $1,400.00
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Revenue Assumptions
Profit & Loss Financial Statement
Mil estone Breakdown
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